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ABSTRACT. Triggering of seismic events by unloacling of the Earth's surface in case
of deep pi ts is diseussed by means of the Mohl' diagram with the Coulomb failure
crit.erion. AD basic mechanisms of ear thquakes with dip-slip, st rike=slip ancl thrust
fault ing 111aypossibly oceur. Recluction of the vertical strcss by mining can be quanti-
fied but the other factors may be only estimated. The potentiaI for induced seisrnici ty
appears aIso by loading effect of big extemal spoiI heaps during mining and int er-
act ion of loading and pore-pressure effects due to the filling of pits with water after
the exploitation of mines.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Seismic events of different iritensi ties triggeredby human activities in the upper
part of the Ea.rth's crust are usually clenotecl as ituluced seismicity or man-made
seismiciiy. In this case the pre-existing regional tectonic stress fielcl aecumulated
during long-term geologie proeesses is released before the "natural" origin time of
faulting due to the artifieial increment of stress andj 01' c1ecrease of breaking strength
of roeks.

These phenomena are well-known with high clams where the incremental stress
clue to reservoir impoundment ancl the increasecl pore pressure ean stimulate seis-
mie activity under suitable geological conditions. Triggering of earthqua.kes is not
excluded in reservoirs with maximum water depth over 100 m and capacity higher
than 109 m3 [Kisslinger 1976; Simpson 1976; Cupta, Rastogi 1979; Gupta 1992;
Nikonov 1992]. In several cases some loca] tremors were influencecl by fluid injec-
ti on or extraction oj deep wells, e.g., [Kisslinger 1976; Yerkes, Castley 1976; Cox
1991; McGarr 1991; Nicholson, Wesson 1992]. Seismic events connectecl with uti-

derqrouiid min ing, the so-called rock bursts [Knoll 1992], were observecl in clifferent
parts of the worlcl [IIurtig, Stiller 1984] as well as in rnines on the terr itory of the
Czech Republic and Paland; the results of investigation into the last mentioned seis-
mic even ts presented at Czechoslovak- Polish and Polish-Czechoslovak conferences
on mining geophysics were published in Acta Montciia and Publ. Insi. Geophys.
Pel. Acad. Sci .. Seismicity inclucecl by op en pit min ing was, besides a single paper
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by [Pomeroy et al. 1976] dealing with stone pit quarrying, studied mainly by Polish
colleagues. Their attention was clevoted to series of ear thquakes triggerecl by min-
ing of brown coa! in cleep open pit rnines in former aseisrnic area riear Belchatow
[Gibowicz 1981; 1985; Gibowicz et al. 1981; 1982; Gibowicz, Kijko 1984; Kijko
1985]. Individua! papers dealt with macroseismic ancl microseismic observations
and geologica.l asp ects of the seismic energy release.

In connection with the projected big deep open pit mines in the Nort.hwest Bo-
hernian brown coal District (NBD), situated near the slopes of the Krušné hory
Mts. and potential hazard of slope slide initiation by local earthquakes (e.g.,
seismo-gravitational rockfalls ancl rockslicles), the problem of inclucecl seismicity
was stuclied taking into account the exp erience from Poland [Rybář et al. 1982;
Drozd Rybář 1()Q')l Conditions of earthcuake triggering in l\TUn were ;" comnarl.J.lU \.t., 1.1", ar J...votJJ' \JUliU IJIUl! VI CalLJl1yUa..n. lIČ 1.1.116J. 1 l'.l.J..LI VY .LV, .lU. VV.lJ..1.}' L-

ison with the Belchatow district, characterized as follows:

(a) It is also a tectonically unstab!e zone, especially in the area of the Krušné hory
fault belt, which was eviclently active in the Quaternary ancl, in the part of .the
Kornořany Lake including the Holocene.
(b) Abnormal horizont al stresses were found in the exploration gallery of Jezeří, as
well as in the Jezerka gallery.
(e) Teetonieally strongly cleformed metamorphites in the footwall and the forefielcl
of the basin, as opposecl to limestones, eannot experienee a dangerous sudden brittle
failure; however, this cannot be exclucled e.g. in the lower parts af granitie massif
in the core of the Hora Svaté Kateřiny anticlinorium.
(d) There is no equivalent oť salt layers.

The basin fill of the NBD woulel be removeel in the first stage clown to depths
of 200 m - 250 m, there are mostly interna! spoil heaps and the amount of water is
consiclerably smaller than in Belchatow. The authors' conclusion that the probabil-
ity of indueed seisrnicity is substantially lower than in Belchatow was supported by
the fact that no tremors hael been observecl. At the same time the open pit mining
in NBD exceecled the depth of 100 m which was sufficient in the case of Belchatow
to "initiate" local earthquakes with macroseismic effeets.

It has not been found yet which par ameters cletermine uniquely man+rnade ear th-
quakes by open cast mining. In the present article we attempt to model the ehanges
of stress clistribution due to unloading of land surface and to up date factors valu-
able for the assessment of seismic energy release by open pit mining in the district
of NBD. A practical sense af the study is directed to the problem of potential trig-
gering of Ioeal earthquakes whieh may start elangerous slicling of the Krušné hory
Mts. "critieal" slopes situatecl in the forefields of several quarries [Rybář 1987;
Tobyáš, Mittag 1992].

2. MODELS OF STRESS CHANGES BY OPEN PIT MIN ING

We shall apply the Mohr eircle with the Coulomb failure eriterion for a simplified
descriptiou of the influence of fast surface unloacling on the massif faul ting using
the acljusted proeedure for loading by a reservoir [Kisslinger 1976; Yerkes, Castley
1976; Hurtig, Stiller 1984]. The initial natural state of stress field is cliscussecl in a
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plane with major and minor principal stress. vVe clenote the major normal stress
before mining rTOI ancl the minor stress rT03. In the coorclinate system with the
normal stress a on the abscissa ancl the shear stress T on the orclinate, the Molu
circle has the r adius 1'0 = rTOI -;; rT03 and its centre 50 on the abscissa axis is at~
distance rTSa = rTOI !rT03 (Fig.1). Simple failure envelope is clefinecl by the linear
relation T = TO + a . tan t.p, where TO is the shear strength of the roek massif in case
of zero normal stress ancl 'P is the angle of interna] friction of roek. If the cir cle
cont acts this envelope, the eonclition for massive rupture is fulfillecl. The contact
point of eircle in Fig. 1 is at distance rTo which is given by the following relation

rTOI - rT03
PO . sm t.p - ') e-,

rTo = a (1)
sm 'P

The value of Po corresponcls to the distance between the centre of eircle 50 and the
point of envelope intersection with abscissa. V/e suppose an approximate relation
eJ'h = ~ between the horizontal a i; ancl vertical stress a ; [Vacek 1980; Hurtig, Stiller
1984] whieh is valicl exaetly for the elastic halfspace. The horizontal component
changes by cleJ'h when the ver tical stress ehanges by cleJ'v and clrTh = ~. Aecorcling
to the orientation of the plane with maximum ancl minimum stress components,
the initial position of the centre ancl raclius of the Mohl' circle will be changed and
conclitions for rock massif faulting are evaluated.

- ao

Po

FrG. 1. Seheme of the Mohl' diagram for the initial stage ancl case I of
stress distribution.

Let us mention three simplified var iants of surface unloacling by open pit mining
which eorrespond to basic mechanism of earthquakes with dip-slip (I), strike-slip
(II) ancl thrust faulting (III). Their pararneters will be further denotecl in particular
eases by relevant inclexes I - III.
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I. Maximum stress 0"01 is in the vertical plane,
minimum strese 0"03 is in the uotizontel plane

When unloading surface layers the initial maximum vertica! component of stress

0"01 is clecreased by clO"v and the initial minimum horizontal stress 0"03 by ~.

The centre of new circle has abscissa (JSI = (jSa - 2.~O"v a.nd its ra.clius will be

TI = 1'0 - ~ (Fig. 1). New circle has therefore a smaller radiu s than the initial
one and its centre is shiftecl to the origin of coorclinate system. The clistance O" I of
the circle contact point from the envelope is in this case

(2)

The in:fluence of unloacling in relation to the initial conclitions wiII be characterizecl
by the difference c!(JI between clistances of cont act points of corresponding circles

-clO"v . (2 __ .1 )
sin <p

cl(JI = 0"1 - 0"0 = 3 . (3)

If the angle <p = 30° the value drrI = O and the conclitions for rock failure in the
course of surface mining do not change. For <p < 30° the d(JI > O and the contact
point moves to a greater distance; hence, the failure criterion cannot be reached.
Only in case that r.p > 30° the dip+slip faulting can be attained.

II. lvíaximum and minimum siresses are in the tiorizontel plane

When the vertical stress is clecreasecl by surface rock unloacling both above men-

tionecl stresses in the horizontal plane are decreasecl by the same value ~. Radius
of circle "Ll rernains the same, i.e. rtt = 1'0 ancl its centre is shiftecl to the origin

of coorclinate system by ~. Therefore, the distance of cont.act point from the
failure envelope is

d(Jv
(klI = 0"1I - (Jo = --- .

3
(4)

It means that in this case the contact point of the circle moves dosel' to the envelope
by surface rock mining and horizontal slip (strike-slip] faulting may be obtained at
the limit.

III. Maximum stress (JOI is in the horizontal plane
and minimum stress (J03 is in tbe verticel plane

We clerive necessary parameters in a similar way as in the first case and obtaín

clO" v
rtu = 1>0 + 3 '

dzr v
O"III = 0"0 - 2· --.

3
(5)
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It means that the new circle raclius is increasecl ancl the circle centre is shifted to
the coordinate origin. Value of

(2+_1 )
dIT II J = ITJ JJ - ITo = ----'-__ s_l_n...:.'P--<--

3
(6)

is negative inclependently of the value of angle <po The contact point moves closer
to the failure criterion as in case II. By this stress clistribution the unloading of
surface may fiually lead to thrust faulting.

Besides the above cliseussed three cases of surface unloading we have to take in to
account the stress-reducing effect of water-filled pores. Because the water pressure
acts equally in a11 directions, both maximum ancl minimum stress is decreased by
the same value. 'rVe denote it as dITw. The situation is similar as in ease II, if
we put clITw instead of d3v. The total shifts of cir cle coutact points including the
water=pressuro effect in particular cases I - III will be therefore

clITIw = elITI - clITw ,

cllTlIw = cIlTlI - c1erw ,

clerJJJw = c1erIIJ - derw .

(7a)
(7b)
(7e)

The condition for reaehing the limit of failure is getting closer and the char acter of
motion on the fault surface remains the sarne as in the corresponding previous case
of unloading.

3. LOCAL FACTORS OF INDUCED SEISMICITY

We sh all try to support the geological interpretations [Rybář et al. 1982; Drozd,
Rybář 1983] in tbe NBD region by aclclitional data for the given model of triggering
local seismie events. Projectecl depths of pits can be usecl for the calculation of
vertieal stress clec.rease. The sketch-map of the region in Fig. 2 shows the distribu-
tion of several "critical" slopes of the Krušné hory Mts. in the forefields of mines
where maximum depths of pits over 200 m are indicated [Rybář 1987]. In the other
sectors the projeet.ed depths are mostly over 100 m.

In an open pit mine with a depth of h (m) and the average density of the strippecl
rocks s (kg/rn'') the vertical stress is decreased by derv = h . s, where derv is in bar.
Supposing that s = 1700 kgjm3 ancl h = 100 m the value of derv is equal to 17 bar,
i.e. 1.7 MPa. If we take the maximum depth range in particular sectors between
200 m ancl 600111 the calculatecl verti cal stress decr easerl c-, is between 3.4 MPa ancl
10.2MPa.

Different p ar ts of the vertical stress clecrease are appliecl in tbe previous formulae
for stress clifference between the contaet point of the Mohr c.ircle ancl the failure
envelope. According to (4) a constant of one thircl of clerv is effective for the ease
of the strike slip. For the cther cases the angle <p should be taken into aecount.
This angIe must represent the rock massif unclerlying the pit as a whole inclucling
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FIG. 2. A sketch-map of a part of the NBD and the Krušné hory
Mts. 1 - boundary of basin with mount.ains, 2 - sectors with
the projected clepths of pits in metres, 3 - macroseismic in-
tensities at given localities, 4 - the nearest seismic stations at
Berggiesshiibel (BRG) and Vysoká Pec (VPC), 5 - external
Raclovesiee clump.

the area with the minimum strength. For cornparison we suppose IP to be in the
interval 20° - 40°, Therefore, in (3) for the dip-slip a smaller part between O and
0.15 of clO-v ancl for the thrust faulting in (6) a higher value between 1.64 and 1.18 of
do-v is applied. It means that the probability of induced seismicity for the const ant
vertical stress decrease varies with the potential rnechanism of earthquake. Regional
tectonic stress state before mining should be especially for the dip-slip faulting near
to the breaking strength of roek under the mining area. Data about fault plane
solution of local earthquakes which yield information on stress distribution in the
focal area are not at disposal either for the past events with maeroseismic effects or
for the present rnicroearthquakes recorded mainly by 2 - 3 nearby seismic stations.
\Ve know only approximate positions of epicentres of both groups of seismic events.

Direction of maximum horizontál strese on the surface ancl in shallow boreholes
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[Gri.inthal et al. 1985; Griinthal, Stromeyer 1986; Peška 1992] in the region occurs
between NNvV - SSE and NW - SE. It means that it is oriented approximately per-
pendicular to the Krušné hory fault zone. This direction is assumed to be the same
as in the hypocentral area as obtainecl for the earthquake swarrn in west Bohemia
in 1985 -1986 [Griinthal et al. 1990].

The maximum macroseismic intensity of 6.5° of the MSK-64 scale near Duchcov
in 1784 ancl 6° near Komořany in 1896 (cluring earthquake swarrn) were observed
in the investigated region [Procházková et al. 1987]. The other localities with in-
tensities 5° at minimum are given in Fig. 2, too. The strongest Iocal earthquake
intensity corresponcls to magnit.ude class of 4.8 ± 0.3. The empiricallength of the
rupture zone for such earthquake is about 1 km. The theoretical probability to cre-
ate fault on the Earth's surface in such case is below 3 % [Kasachara 1985]. Higher
mobility is recently observed in the epicentr al area of the earthquake swarrn where
extreme changes of the horizontal graclient of vertical cleformation were reeeived.
The maximum annual rate of surfaee uplift of 2 mm was observed there [Vyskočil
1981]. Relative horizontal strain in E-W clirection ofO.2·10-6 per year on the neigh-
bouring territory of FRG was determined from geodetical measurements [Thurm
et al. 1977]. Logarithm of cumulative frequency of all macroseismic data starting
with intensity of 3° fits well linear relation with magnitucle ancl the mean return
period for the maximum rnagnitude class about 500 hunclrecl years was obtained
[Tobyáš, Mittag 1992]. Mean return period for the lower rnagnitude class 4.2 ± 0.3
was about 100 years. Relative release of tectonic strain in time, represented by
the cumulative square root of seismic energy, clernonstrates the potential release of
energy 8 . 1012 J at the end of this century which corresponcls to single earthquake
with a magnitucle equal to 5.2.

No macroseismic events have been observed since 1910 in the investigated terri-
tory. The reeent seismic activity has been systematically monitored by tne nearest
seismic station of the international network at Berggiesshiíbel since 1972 ancl by one
adclitional temporary seismic station situated in the distr ict at Vysoká Pec since
1982 (Fig. 2). Only microseismic events with magnitudes in the range between O
a.ncl 1.2 ± 0.3 were detectecl. Of ccurse, we are not able to clifferentiate records
of microtremors which occur due to the standard natural release of tectonic str ess
from those "incluced" by stripping in open pits. The observed cumulative annual
frequencies for the time interval 1972 -1988 were of the same order as the annual
frequencies extrapolatecl from macroseismic data [Mittag, Tobyáš 1992]. Local-
izecl microtremors were distributed over the whole territory with no conspicuous
concentration in some area [Tobyáš et al. 1987].

4. CONCLUSIONS

In adclition to unloacling by open pit mining the opposite case of surface loading
must be taken into account for big external heaps. Such an example inclicatecl in
Fig. 2 is the so-called Raclovesice clump near Bílina [Humík 1982]. Accorcling to
the project nearIy 1.5 - 2 miIliarcls of tons of rock ancl soiI are to be clumpecl on
the area of about 10 krn/. At the same time the highest column of clumpecl earths
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should be more than 200 m high. In relation to the expected density of the strippecl
material it corresponds to the column of water about 340 m high.

The model of roek failure which was discussed here for unloading of the Earth's
surface can beapplied with small changes for the surface loading, too. Relations
(3), (4) and (6) for the shift ať the eontact point of the Mohl' circle with the
failure envelope are valicl with the opposite sign for uploading and for the same
orientation of maximum and minimum stresses in the initial stage. Then we reeeive
the possibility of rock failure in the first case only for <p < 300 ancl in the second

. ancl third case major and minor stress orientations the failure conditions cannot be
reaehecl at all. Therefore, the potential faulting is in relation to unloading limited
to the dip-slip. The influence of water pressure becomes obviously negative in the
same way as given by (7a-7c) and helps to reach the failure criterion in all cases
of the stress distribution.

The free spaces of open pits are partly filled by internal heaps during quarrying.
After the encl of mining the rest of the area is projectecl to be inundated with
water. We arrive at the situation as for big and deep reservoirs mentioned in the
introcluction with two basic differences: the inundation of pits will continue several
tens of years after closing the mining operations and the water eolumn height will
not be possible to reduee quickly if seismie events oeeur.

The total water amount will be, e.g. in smaller Ležáky-Kopisty mine about
120 million cubic metres ancl in the CSA mine more than 700 million cubic metres
with the height of water eolumn exceeding 100 m. Vertical stress will be lower
than before mining due to smaller clensity of water in cornparison to the stripped
material. The situation of Mohr diagram is similar as in the preceding case of
external heap but with outstanding pore pressure in bedrock. Then the rock failure
may be reached in prineiple for arbitrary initia! principal stress orientation. [Chen,
Nur 1992], presented a model of pore fluid pressure in anisotropic rocks for these
purposes.

It follows from the above discussion that the great interferences of man with
nature by open pit mining bring potential seismic energy release not only due to
quarrying but also later when the surface is revertecl in good orcler ancl conditions.
We are not able to reject the possibility of triggering a stronger earthquake in
the future although the "ciitical" clepth of 100 m in open pit mines was exceeded
with no occurrence of macroseismic events. For the effect of the vertical stress
decrease the initial stress distribution is substantial as well as that the mine pit is
situated over a massif with some weakened zone. Our knowleclge necessary for the
application of a simple model of induced seismicity is inadequate. Factors necessary
for proper assessment of induced seismic risk are not well known yet and parameters
coneerning local conclitions should be further monitored ancl quantified.
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